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INTRODUCTION
EverBNB is one of the BNB reflection tokens running on the
Binance Smart Chain, where users can get rewarded in BNB on
every transaction and by simply holding tokens. To receive the
reward, users or investors must hold a minimum of 200,000 tokens.
On every buy or sell, 5% is taken, and 5% is redistributed to all token
holders. You don't need to claim your earned BNB. You will receive
a reward automatically in your wallet with the help of its autoclaim feature. This may take longer in the periods of lower
volumes, but you will always receive your BNB. Its automatic
liquidity system helps to create a price floor. Initial liquidity
provided is locked with DXlock. The smart contract was being
audited by TechRate and is currently onboarding for certik Audit
with 12 months of SkyNet. Our experienced marketing team will
ensure the continuous growth of the project. Our team will use the
buyback wallet to raise and maintain the currency on an upward
trend whenever the price drops. When is no need for buyback, the
funds are being used for marketing.
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MISSION
The mission of BNB is to provide a secure and trustworthy transaction to users because the BNB
token is a utility token that has the main objective to facilitate the customers who are using the
BNB wallet. We want to make our customers more innovative in their payment process. BNB
token will pay rewards to its holder, which results as earning source for customers. Our customers
will be sure in using our services because of integrity and efficiency. Our main objective is to make
our transactions more secure than other networks.

VISION
Our company wants to facilitate the
customers with innovative and secure
transactions with good benefits for a long
time. Our utility token has more excellent
stability than ethereum and bitcoin.
Binance based coin is very fast and safe for
the payment process. Our company's
vision is to provide a speedy way of
transaction where the user will get the
facility of automatic rewards. We envision
that our customers be forward-thinking in
their use of our services. Our vision is to
create a loyal sense of fast services in our
transactions.
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ECOSYSTEM
Our ecosystem is significantly broader and vast because we prefer
open and trustworthy services. Our customers will feel conscious
about our transactions. In this way, we have developed an
automatic system of transferring the customers' rewards to their
wallets. Our BNB smart contract is being audited by TechRate,
which is very authentic to analyse our services.

EVERBNB WORKING
EverBNB is one of the BNB utility tokens based on binance smart
contracts. Today binance is going at the competitive level of crypto
trading, which is very fast and secure than ethereum and other
blockchain networks. Our company is working in secure
transactions and trading so our customers can get rewards in the
right way for their holdings. Our token has a smooth working
pattern, and our customers will get different incentives and enjoy
our services.
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LIQUIDITY
BNB ensures that token owners' acquisition is instantly
taken and reserved for liquidity. The primary objective
is to inform stockholders about the success while
avoiding whale drops sufficiently. It is self-contained,
and our purpose is to provide the owners with the dual
purpose establishment. After establishing a stable
price, the contractors collect tokens from those who
sell them and deposit them in LP.
Initial liquidity provided is locked with DXlock. The
liquidity ratio of BNB is 2% for our investors. Our
system of liquidity will help to create a price floor. We
want to avoid hyper distribution of token values when
whales intend to sell their tokens later in this ground,
hence preventing the price from stabilising.
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EVERBNB STAKING
EverBNB staking system is beneficial in that way. They allow
investors, including those with no technical knowledge of
cryptocurrencies, to stake proof of stake (PoS) tokens and collect
rewards. Because staking cryptocurrencies needs specific
technological crypto awareness and pliability standards, not
always available for the general public. The BNB staking system
provides the necessary skills and information to customers and the
ability to authenticate stakes; potential investors can earn
significant returns on their investment while only putting in
minimal amounts of time and effort. With the rapid increase in
cryptocurrency staking, staking platforms emerged everywhere to
allow investors to collect staking incentives. If customers want to
earn a passive income from their investment, BNB staking is
suitable for them.
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REWARDS
EverBNB gives different options to get rewards when a
customer uses our utility token. Our Binance smart
contract is a rapid and progressive trading platform;
here, the user will have an opportunity to make passive
income. Moreover, the main benefit of using the BNB
token is that it will give Rewards to each transaction.
EverBNB is allocating the 5% rewards to the holders of
200000 tokens, so this is the opportunity to invest and
earn maximum. Furthermore, staking, liquidity pool and
farming are the major source for earning ultimate
rewards. On every buy and sell, 5% is taken, and 5% is
redistributed to all token holders. BNB smart contract
has developed an automatic system of transferring
rewards in direct Customer's wallets which is easy for the
user because they do not claim their rewards.
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WHY EVERBNB TOKEN?
Transparency & intransigence
Each time a token exchange is recorded on the binance blockchain
via the platform, an audit trail is created to track the source of the
tokens. This not only assists in enhancing security and preventing
fraud in exchange-related enterprises, but also in establishing the
validity of traded assets.

Reduced Fees
The fees for EverBNB transactions are significantly lower than
those for debit and credit cards, as well as wire transfers and BACS
payments.

Traceability of transactions
Because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the
previous one, EverBNB is significantly more secure than other
record-keeping systems.
EverBNB is a complex string of
mathematical numbers that cannot be altered. Centaurify's
immutable and incorruptible nature protects it from faked data and
hacks once constructed.
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WHY EVERBNB TOKEN?
Convenience of use
The ease of usage is what gives EverBNB its value. All you need is a
smart device and an internet connection to become an investor
quickly.

TRUST
Trust is critical in the bitcoin business. This entails complete
transparency in all aspects of community support and
development, as well as any security effort. Examples include
high-quality audits of the Binance Smart Chain's token code and
the burning of liquidity tokens to significantly limit the danger of
harmful activity.

LONGEVITY
EvereBNB is here to stay. The decentralised community is
promoting the ecosystem's long-term development, which will
result in real-world applications, increased incentives, and
popularity.
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TOKENOMICS

Name--------------------------------------EverBNB
Network---------------------Binance Smart Chain
TAX BUY OR SELL------------------------------13%
Buy back-----------------------------------------5%
Marketing----------------------------------------1%
Rewards(BNB)-----------------------------------5%
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ROADMAP
Q4 2021 - Q1 2022
Perpetual marketing and community growth
Deploy, Add & Lock LP
Twitter Influencers
Finished Website & White Paper
KYC & Audit
Listing on all Coin Listing websites on the Market
CoinGecko application & Listing
CMC application & Listing
Reaching 2k Holders
People's Diamond Charity Foundation website
5 Million Market Cap
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